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By david gonzales jr

let me
begin.
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"When to the heart of man was it ever less than a treason..." -
Robert Frost

its always great to start a book with a
quote.. originally I wanted to name this,
“Sub Treason of Love” but I dont know if

that makes any sense, I believe our
freedom of expression is something that
comes from the heart, hense the code

cardio. But my name is david gonzales jr.
I normally dont even believe in a lot of

surroundings that create negative
notions, I do believe in equality and

truth. Sadly it is the hardest truth of pain
we all can go through, I'll drop this off

before we start reading, even before we
even get to know each other more....

when I was young I used to start fires in
the home, I remember at one time I was

fascinated by the flame of a candle I
even put a piece of toilet paper over it

and started to put it back on the shelf. It
was hanging over a mother theresa

painting we had in the bathroom. As I
left it on there, I saw how high the flame

got... I got scared. So I left the
bathroom and locked the door. I went to
see if my dad was still sleeping on the
couch, he was. So I ran upstairs and
minded my own ignorant business. I
started drawing. I heard yelling and

screaming from my mom saying that the
house is burning, I was scared. My dad
busted through the bathroom door and

nearly burnt his eye out (but did on his
eyebrow) trying to put it out. My family,

mom and dad came to me and said why I
did it. As if I did do it. Which was true,

but that was my average environment, I
was yelled at for being me. A wild kid. Id
name my child david and try to manage

a spitting image of me and my dad.
Anything is possible. But thats a taste of

a story I have.. I have cruel, twisted,
disgusting and more stories to share for.
But time will tell. God will tell. The truth
of the matter isnt about embarrassment

or character, or something. Its truly
about truth, because when I was young I
wanted someone that could relate with
me, when I thought I was doing dumb
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things because I thought no one else
knew either. Any how! This shouldn't be
a confessional. I like art. I like drawing,
its my favorite coping. But lets get on
with the stories at hand. A list of rules

yeah...

…............................................

turn page >>>
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are you wearing a wire??? TELL
ME... my reply was yes. every
promise. wink. high hope ive

ever had been given.
manipulation was definitely

goal towards me.
the original rat of any life could 
be the one to eat. the one to 
feed their own. any metaphor 
really can truly dissolve the 

meaning of these criminals, 
Real and Deal. why these two 
names? Because in today's rule. 
Using a real name of anything 
can easily be a quick law suit 
and seal to the mouth of any 
mockingburd trying to rhythm 
justice. This isnt justice we have 
here. Its control. manipulation. 

and the assurance of trust. the 
brutal triangle that sequences 
upon any scheme, any mob, any
organization.. SADLY.

Sadly...
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CODE: Cardio
Rule 1. Be Nice, Be Hungry

Wolves actually attend my 
neighborhood in the night. Both 4th 
mealers. Skunk rattlers. Myself, I gaze, 
and watch the innocent become prey. 
A feeling only enjoyable until you also 
become the same subject of... Yes. 
Well Im gonna catch on the time i was 

dreaming. I was sleeping upon a 
familys couch before being kicked out 
to find my journey and survival. 

There is nothing.... heavier than 
dissapointment from my surroundings.
I wish to write this, I wish to write all 
of it. I found several points of my 
disruptive areas to being, dangerous 
for someone like myself to walk at 
midnight to McDonald's to contact 

someone from there wifi. I really wish 
i could say more, but the gun to my 
head is easily the most terrorfying 
feeling to someone who just wants to 
make and create peace...

"BE NICE, BE HUNGRY"

...is what i was told many times before i started
walking. even before i started to sleep on her

couch.. before i got stopped by police (again), i
remember so little for the fear i will not

understand....

CODE: Cardio
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Rule 2. "Stop acting like that, be
this"

. . .

"I don't remember if i was told to be here,

but i was told to stop being me at times.

creatures with wings, and rabbit eaters

i am the winged rat, you prepped salad for me.

STOP ACTING LIKE THAT _____... YOU NEED TO
BECOME THIS!!! COME ON MAN, YOU AINT -"

...im gonna cut myself off here, i
really don't feel i need to continue,

i fear they will find me again...

i can actually still hear the
judgementing words upon my near

rem cycle....

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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stop... stopp..

please stop...

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

stop... stopp..

please stop...

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

stop... stopp..

please stop...

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

stop... stopp..

please stop...
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Rule 3. What do you mean? LOL

lol...

I feel there are many types of aggression that is
expressed. art.. journaling.. maybe even realizing

that the writer is the problem. its obvious.. of
course theres a race war outside?.. i didnt say that.
i dont know anything... the mafia is a 'strong arm a

ho' type of family, huh...

"WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?! ____ YOU
CRAZY. YOU NEED HELP..."

*as the politician screws several prostitutes with a
video camera, knowing there are cameras in that

bedroom...*

my notes on the matter...

its like they want me to fail, its like they pay these
ladies to build up a fake orgy in the same bus. Just

because i am from Aurora., i mean i dont know
anyone here, i didnt know that was Kanye's lawyer
there, that was cool. But whatever happened on

that bus is there business. Real and Deal's business.
Idk. I was just the camera guy but not the camera

guy in the bedroom with Real and Deal....
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Lastly, heres my last rule of the situations overall.
And my life.....

CODE: Cardio

Rule 4. Always inspire the quotes
of your Lovely love

love... the devil will try to steal your wife

watch out JAY Z, they are trying to lure your wife!!!

a very long listed type of love, but
the type of love that is like...say.. 

1 million dollars for your sex tape
type of love... again.. SADLY :(

Here are some of my favourite
type of quotes...

"I love you enough as Putin loves
Trump, or based on force, Trump
loving Putin or whatever. I'm not
the one on the other side of that

tape. Yellow. Brown. Jacking off all
around" - RRR

- President Donald J Drumpf

http://donaldjdrumpf.com/

http://donaldjdrumpf.com/
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umm..

end?

@the2nddavid
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